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In invertebrate–parasite systems, the likelihood of infection following parasite exposure is often dependent on the specific

combination of host and parasite genotypes (termed genetic specificity). Genetic specificity can maintain diversity in host and

parasite populations and is a major component of the Red Queen hypothesis. However, invertebrate immune systems are thought

to only distinguish between broad classes of parasite. Using a natural host–parasite system with a well-established pattern of

genetic specificity, the crustacean Daphnia magna and its bacterial parasite Pasteuria ramosa, we found that only hosts from

susceptible host–parasite genetic combinations mounted a cellular response following exposure to the parasite. These data are

compatible with the hypothesis that genetic specificity is attributable to barrier defenses at the site of infection (the gut), and

that the systemic immune response is general, reporting the number of parasite spores entering the hemocoel. Further supporting

this, we found that larger cellular responses occurred at higher initial parasite doses. By studying the natural infection route,

where parasites must pass barrier defenses before interacting with systemic immune responses, these data shed light on which

components of invertebrate defense underlie genetic specificity.
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For invertebrate hosts, the probability of becoming infected fol-
lowing exposure to a parasite is often dependent on the specific
pairing of host and parasite genotypes. This is genetic specificity,
and it manifests statistically as a host genotype-by-parasite geno-
type interaction (Carius et al. 2001; Schmid-Hempel and Reber
2004; Wilfert and Schmid-Hempel 2008). Genetic specificity is
a mechanism for the maintenance of host and parasite diversity
in natural populations because it can lead to negative frequency-
dependent selection (Hamilton 1980; Byers 2005). However, in-
vertebrate immune systems are thought to vary in response only

to very broad classes of parasites and pathogens, for example,
between Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria (Lemaitre
et al. 1997; Ferrandon et al. 2003). If invertebrate immune sys-
tems cannot distinguish between individual parasite strains, how
can genetic specificity for infection outcome be so widespread?

Many studies of invertebrate defense involved the injection
of pathogen mimics directly into the hemocoel. Although this has
shed a bright light on general immune responses, much can also
be learned by studying a natural infection process where living
parasites are tested against all host defenses, including barriers
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and systemic responses (Little et al. 2005; Parker et al. 2011).
For example, Duneau et al. (2011) studied the natural infection
process that occurs when the specialist bacteria Pasteuria ramosa
invades its host, the crustacean Daphnia magna. They provided
evidence that infection success was determined at the gut wall,
prior to contact with the systemic immune system. Specifically,
they showed that the pathogen could attach to the esophagus of a
susceptible host genotype, but not to the esophagus of a resistant
genotype (Duneau et al. 2011).

The D. magna–P. ramosa system shows some of the very
strongest patterns of genetic specificity yet observed (Carius
et al. 2001; Luijckx et al. 2011), but much remains to be
determined about the mechanisms. Here, we sought to gain
further insight into specificity in this system by testing whether
the immune response played the role of parasite-killer in resistant
genotypes, influenced variation in virulence among susceptible
genotypes, or whether the immune response only sometimes
plays a role, say, in certain host genotypes, against certain
parasite genotypes, or at certain doses.

We exposed multiple genotypes of the crustacean D. magna
to a fixed dose of multiple genotypes of its trophically transmit-
ted sterilizing bacterium, P. ramosa. In a second experiment, we
exposed host genotypes to a varying dose of a single P. ramosa
genotype. Following parasite exposure, we documented infection
status (infected or not), measures of host and parasite fitness, and
the magnitude of the induced host cellular response (a measure of
host systemic immune activity). Thus, we were able to link a mea-
sure of host immune function with infection outcome (and thus
host fitness potential), when the parasite was allowed to infect via
the natural route.

Material and Methods
STUDY ORGANISMS

Daphnia magna is a small freshwater crustacean. It is cyclically
parthenogenetic, and usually reproduces asexually, but has sex un-
der stressful conditions (Kleiven et al. 1992). By keeping Daphnia
in good conditions, it is therefore possible to maintain indepen-
dent clonal lineages. Pasteuria ramosa is an obligate bacterial
endoparasite of Daphnia, and its transmission spores are ingested
when the host is filter feeding. Once inside the gut, these spores
infect and undergo development in the host’s hemolymph, ulti-
mately causing host sterilization (Ebert et al. 1996). The next
generation of parasite transmission spores is released from host
cadavers (Ebert et al. 1996).

Hemocytes are known to be an important immune defense in
many invertebrates (Ataev and Coustau 1999; Elrod-Erickson et
al. 2000; Kraaijeveld et al. 2001; Canesi et al. 2002; Cotter et al.
2004). Previous work has documented two types of hemocyte

circulating in the Daphnia hemolymph (named granulocytes and
plasmatocytes) (Metchnikoff 1884; Auld et al. 2010), and that the
number of circulating plasmatocytes increases substantially 4–6
h after exposure P. ramosa in some host genotypes, but not others
(Auld et al. 2010). In the present study, we record the number of
circulating plasmatocytes in control and P. ramosa-exposed hosts
to test for an induced cellular response.

We used eight Daphnia genotypes (=clones), named GG4,
GG16, GG17, GG18, GG20, GG22, GG23, and GG26 and five
P. ramosa isolates, named Sp1, Sp8, Sp13, Sp17, Sp23. All hosts
and parasites originated from a pond in Gaarzerfeld, Germany,
and were collected in 1997 (Carius et al. 2001). Hosts GG4 and
parasites Sp1 and Sp8 were isolated in 1997. These hosts have
since been kept in a state of clonal reproduction, and the para-
site spores were frozen at –20"C. The remaining host genotypes
were hatched from resting eggs (ephippia) in 2009 (Auld et al.
2010), and parasite isolates Sp17 and Sp23 were obtained by ex-
posing GG17 and GG23 to the original sediment collected from
Gaarzerfeld. A single infected GG17 and GG23 were then ran-
domly chosen and each was homogenized in 5 mL of ddH2O to
make spore suspensions. These were propagated using Daphnia
of the same original genotype.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Both experiments followed similar protocols. Eight to 12 repli-
cates of each host genotype were kept for three generations to
minimize variation in maternal effects. A replicate consisted of
three jars, each containing five Daphnia and 200 mL of artifi-
cial Daphnia medium (Kluttgen et al. 1994). Daphnia were fed 1
ABS of chemostat-grown Chlorella vulgaris algal cells per Daph-
nia per day, (ABS refers to optical absorbance of 650 nm white
light by the C. vulgaris culture), and all jars were incubated at
20"C on a 12:12 h light/dark cycle. Medium was refreshed three
times per week, or after the Daphnia had a clutch of offspring.
Offspring from each maternal replicate were divided between
parasite treatments for each of the two experiments. Ultimately,
there were five Daphnia per replicate jar. These Daphnia were
kept in the same conditions as maternal replicates until three of
the five Daphnia in each jar had deposited eggs in their brood
pouches; when this happened they were ready for exposure to
their experimental treatments.

For the specificity experiment, host genotypes GG4, GG16,
GG18, GG23, and GG26 were exposed to six parasite treatments:
5 # 105 spores (in 100 µl) of either Sp1, Sp8, Sp13, Sp17, and
Sp23, or to a no-parasite control (consisting of 100 µl of ho-
mogenized healthy Daphnia). There were 10 replicates of each
host–parasite combination. The Daphnia from each replicate were
placed in a well of a 24-well plate (Costar, Corning Inc., NY) with
1 mL of artificial medium and 100 µl of their designated parasite
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treatment (i.e., one of parasite isolates, or the no-parasite control
treatment). After 5 h of exposure to the parasite, Daphnia were
washed in artificial medium and four of the Daphnia from each
replicate were dried on a paper towel, placed on a petri dish, and
their hearts were pierced with a 25-gauge needle (BD Microlance,
Drogheda, Ireland). A total of 1.0 µl of hemolymph was pipetted
from each Daphnia and then mixed with 4 µl of anticoagulant
buffer (98 mM NaOH, 186 mM NaCl, 17 mM EDTA, and 41
mM citric acid, pH adjusted to 4.5) (Lavine et al. 2005), giving
a total of 8 µl of hemolymph solution. 2 µl of the resulting so-
lution was placed in a fertility counting chamber (0.001 mm2 #
0.100 mm [depth]) (Hawksley, Lancing, Sussex, U.K.), and the
density of circulating plasmatocytes (henceforth hemocytes) per
Daphnia was determined.

The fifth Daphnia from each replicate was placed in a jar
with 60 mL of artificial medium and maintained under the same
conditions as the maternal replicates. All Daphnia were checked
daily for reproduction and mortality. If they had a clutch, the age of
reproduction (in days) and the number of offspring was recorded.
Offspring and dead hosts were removed from the jars and dead
hosts were checked for evidence of P. ramosa infection by pressing
them under a cover slip and examining them under a transmission
microscope. The experiment was terminated on day 40, when
all surviving hosts were frozen at $20"C. Counts of P. ramosa
transmission spores were made from each host surviving until the
end of the experiment by homogenizing individual Daphnia in
100 µl of ddH2O. Two independent counts of spores were made
from the resulting suspension in a Neubauer (Improved) counting
chamber (0.0025 mm2 # 0.1 mm depth).

For the dose experiment, host genotypes GG4, GG16, GG17,
GG18, GG20, GG22 were exposed to five doses of parasite strain
Sp1: 10, 102, 103, 104, 106 spores in 100 µl, or to a no-parasite
control (again, 100 µl of homogenized healthy Daphnia). There
were eight to 12 replicates per host–dose combination. Four of
the Daphnia per replicate jar were used to determine hemocyte
densities and the fifth Daphnia was used to collect host fecun-
dity, host mortality and transmission spore count data following
protocols described earlier.

ANALYSIS

Analyses were similar for both experiments, and were performed
using R (R 2005). The proportion of infected hosts was analyzed
by fitting a GLM with a quasibinomial error structure (to con-
trol for overdispersion) to data from parasite-exposed treatments,
and the number of circulating hemocytes was analyzed by fitting
an ANOVA to all data. For the specificity data, host genotype,
parasite genotype, and their interaction were included as explana-
tory variables. For the dose data, the explanatory variables were
host genotype, Log10[dose], and their interaction. For both data
sets, host reproduction was analyzed by testing for a difference

between offspring counts from infected and healthy individuals
using a Welch’s two-sample t-test.

As expected from this study population, the specificity
experiment found a significant host genotype-by-parasite geno-
type interaction for infection success, and three categories were
clearly evident: infective host–parasite combinations, nonin-
fective host–parasite combinations, and controls. Inspection of
the hemocyte count data from the dose experiment suggested
a nonlinear relationship between hemocyte density and initial
parasite dose, so we analyzed hemocyte density using a general
linear model with host genotype, Log10[dose], (Log10[dose])2,
and all two-way interactions as explanatory variables.

The number of parasite transmission spores was analyzed
by fitting a type III ANOVA to spore counts from infected hosts
only. For specificity data, host reproduction, hemocyte density,
host genotype, and parasite genotype were fitted as explanatory
variables. Mortality during the experiment meant that only a frac-
tion of infected hosts survived until the end of the experiment
(day 40), and thus spore counts were made from 24 infected
hosts. In the dose experiment, only host genotype GG4 suffered
infections at all parasite doses, so analysis was restricted to this
genotype; Log10[hemocyte density], Log10[dose], (Log10[dose])2,
and all two-way interactions were fitted as explanatory vari-
ables. All data used for these analyses are archived at Dryad:
doi:10.5061/dryad.v97v2b03/1.

Results
For the genetic specificity experiment, the proportion of hosts
becoming infected ranged from 0% to 70%, but whether infection
occurred at all was strongly dependent on the host–parasite
genotypic combination (Fig. 1; Table 1), confirming earlier work
(Carius et al. 2001; Luijckx et al. 2011). The fitness impacts of in-
fection were substantial: infected hosts had 30.6 ± 1.4 offspring,
whereas healthy hosts had 83.9 ± 1.1 (t71 = 29.27, P < 0.0001).
These infection outcomes were mirrored by hemocyte increases.
In particular, parasite exposure led to elevated hemocyte counts
in susceptible host–parasite combinations, but in combinations
that never resulted in infections, exposure to parasites did not
change hemocyte densities compared to unexposed controls
(Fig. 1; Table 1).

For the dose experiment, the proportion of hosts that became
infected ranged from 0% to 90%, and once again, infected hosts
had fewer offspring (34.4 ± 1.9) than their healthy counterparts
(77.6 ± 1.1: t63 = 19.70, P < 0.0001). Increasing the initial
dose of parasites in a susceptible combination served to increase
both infection success and the magnitude of cellular response
(Fig. 2; Table 1). The number of hemocytes leveled off at high
parasite doses in the two most susceptible host genotypes (GG4
and GG17).
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Figure 1. Number of circulating hemocytes (± 1SE) for multiple host genotype and parasite strain combinations. Combinations with
successful infections are denoted with an I.

Table 1. Summary of analyses of the proportion of infected hosts following parasite exposure, number of circulating hemocytes 5 h
after parasite exposure, and number of parasite transmission spores at the end of the experiments.

Proportion of infected hosts Number of hemocytes Number of parasite spores

Genetic specificity experiment
Host genotype F5,299=26.17%%% F5,278=20.78%%% F3,14=11.84%%

Parasite genotype F4,299=14.78%%% F4,278=31.92%%% F4,14=10.79%%

Host#parasite F20,299=4.60%%% F20,278=8.67%%% -
Host fecundity - - F1,14=0.63
Host hemocytes - - F1,14=2.83

Dose experiment
Host genotype F5,333=34.64%%% F5,380=0.46 -
Log10[dose] F1,333=32.24%%% F1,380=74.90%%% F1,26=4.34%

(Log10[dose])2 - F1,333=40.95%%% -
Host#log10[dose] F5,333=1.86 F5,380=14.12%%% -
Host#(log10[dose])2 - F5,380=8.61%%% -
Log10[hemocytes] - - F1,26=0.66

!P < 0.05; !!P < 0.01; !!!P < 0.001.

Discussion
In this study, we sought to link the induced host cellular response
(a systemic immune response) with infection success in a host–
parasite system that exhibits strong genetic specificity for infec-
tion. Our data, combined with those of Duneau et al. (2011), sug-
gest that the presence and magnitude of induced cellular response

appears to report the number of parasite spores passing from the
gut to the hemocoel: the presence of an induced cellular response
perfectly predicted which host–parasite genotype combinations
were susceptible (Fig. 1) and the magnitude of the cellular re-
sponse increased with initial parasite dose, directly mirroring the
likelihood of infection (Fig. 2). Our findings therefore indicate
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Figure 2. Proportion of infected hosts (bars) and number of circulating hemocytes (points ±1 SE) over six parasite doses. Cellular
responses were only documented in host genotypes that went on to suffer infections. Treatments that did not result in infections are
denoted with a 0.

that the mechanisms that determine host susceptibility under ge-
netic specificity operate before the parasite can elicit a substantial
host cellular response. This may involve factors expressed at the
gut epithelium, either proteins constitutively expressed by host
and parasite that allow the parasites to gain entry, or a localized
(and presumably rapid) epithelial immune response.

Other studies add mechanistic support to the hypothesis
that infection success is determined before the parasite reaches
the host’s hemocoel: Duneau et al. (2011) observed attachment
of P. ramosa spores on the esophagus of a susceptible D.
magna genotype, but a distinct lack of attachment in a resistant
genotype. A related parasite, P. penetrans, infects its nematode
hosts by attaching to the heparin-binding domain of the host
cuticle (Sayre and Starr 1985; Mohan et al. 2001; Schmidt
et al. 2008). To persist in the host population, such receptors
would have evolved for another important purpose, perhaps for
the recognition of nutrients, symbionts or commensal bacteria,
and certain parasite strains may have taken advantage of these
receptors by expressing chemical features that imitate food or
commensal bacteria—“wolves in sheep’s clothing.” The ability
of a host to recognize and eliminate a parasite may depend on
a lock-and-key mechanism where each receptor must effectively
bind to a molecular feature on the parasite. Thus, host–parasite

coevolution may occur through shifting allele frequencies in host
receptors and matching parasite molecular features, with little
involvement of systemic host immune responses.

Although the barrier hypothesis has merit, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that genetic specificity stems from other
immune responses or constitutively expressed components of the
immune system. Although there are substantially more hemocytes
in susceptible host–parasite genotypic combinations, (Fig. 1)
those hemocytes may, for example, be less phagocytically active
or fail to release immune cytotoxins (Nappi and Ottaviani 2000).
However, recent studies have examined the expression of candi-
date immune genes in D. magna in unexposed and in P. ramosa-
exposed hosts, 0 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h after treatment exposure
(Labbé and Little 2009; Labbé et al. 2009; Decaestecker et al.
2011). These studies found no major parasite-induced changes
in gene expression for alpha-2-macroglobulin, propenoloxidase,
and two nitric oxide synthase genes, and these genes are therefore
unlikely to form part of the Daphnia defense against P. ramosa.
To more fully exclude the possibility that rapid systemic host im-
mune responses prevent successful P. ramosa infections, or that P.
ramosa switches off host immune responses, it would be helpful
to compare the transcriptomes of parasite-exposed and resistant,
parasite-exposed and healthy and unexposed D. magna.
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On the whole, early assertions, based on the study of sys-
temic immunological mechanisms, that the invertebrate immune
response is rather general and possesses the capacity to distin-
guish only broad classes of pathogens (say, fungal vs. bacte-
rial) are not disproved in this instance—although there is of-
ten considerable host genetic variation for the presence and
magnitude of such responses (Lazzaro et al. 2004; Auld et al.
2010) that can also depend on interactions with the environment
(e.g., Seppälä and Jokela 2010). Revealing the mechanisms of
genetic specificity clearly requires consideration that infection
is a process that includes a series of steps (Auld et al. 2010;
Duneau et al. 2011), including that pathogens must overcome
constitutive barriers, epithelial responses (Boulanger et al. 2004;
Bosch et al. 2009; Riddell et al. 2009), and systemic responses
(Haine et al. 2008). Much work on invertebrate immunity has
injected live pathogens, dead pathogens, or pathogen mimics di-
rectly into the hemocoel of hosts, thus limiting the opportunity
to study important mechanisms at other steps of the infection
process.

Genetic specificity attracts considerable research effort be-
cause it has profound implications for host–parasite coevolution
(Lambrechts 2010). In particular, as each parasite strain can se-
lect against only a subset of hosts and vice versa, this fosters
negative frequency-dependent selection (Jaenike 1978; Hamilton
1980; Byers 2005), which is a mechanism for the maintenance
of polymorphism, and a key component of the Red Queen hy-
pothesis (Hamilton 1980). The occurrence of genetic specificity
is therefore linked to one of the most fundamental and chal-
lenging questions in evolutionary biology: what is the adaptive
significance of sexual reproduction? Genetic specificity is pos-
sibly the norm in invertebrate host–parasite interactions (Wilfert
and Schmid-Hempel 2008), and yet the mechanisms underlying
genetic specificity are not adequately understood (Lambrechts
2010). There is considerable knowledge from, for example, stud-
ies of transcriptional regulation or gene knockdown experiments
about genes that play a role in infection (Vallet-Gely et al. 2008;
Irazoqui et al. 2010), but we remain in the dark about the genes
that underlie the genetic polymorphisms of defense. By high-
lighting the likely physical location of genetic specificity in the
Daphnia–Pasteuria system, the present study and others (Riddell
et al. 2009; Duneau et al. 2011) has advanced the search for these
mechanisms and brought us closer to isolating the arena in which
host–parasite coevolution occurs.
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